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The concept of the regular (or Riesz) norm on ordered real Banach spaces is
generalized to matrix ordered complex operator spaces in a way that respects the
matricial structure of the operator space. A norm on an ordered real Banach space
E is regular if: (1) &x yx implies that &y&&x&; and (2) &y&<1 implies the
existence of x # E such that &x&<1 and &x yx. A matrix ordered operator
space is called matrix regular if, at each matrix level, the restriction of the norm to
the self-adjoint elements is a regular norm. In such a space, elements at each matrix
level can be written as linear combinations of four positive elements. The concept
of the matrix ordered operator space is made specific in such a way as to be a
natural generalization of ordered real and complex Banach spaces. For the case
where V is a matrix ordered operator space, a natural cone is defined on the operator
space X*h Vh X, with h indicating the Haagerup tensor product, so as to
make it a matrix ordered operator space. Exploiting the advantages gained by taking
X to be the column Hilbert space Hc , an equivalence is established between the matrix
regularity of a space and that of its operator dual. This concept of matrix regularity
also provides for more accessible proofs of the ChristensenSinclair Multilinear
Representation and Multilinear Decomposition theorems.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider order structures, in particular matrix order
structures, on operator spaces. Order has long been studied on Banach
spaces, and operator spaces can be considered as generalizations of Banach
spaces, so it is natural to look at what is known about order on Banach
spaces as a guide. Operator spaces are generalizations of Banach spaces in
the sense that every Banach space E is isometric to a subspace of C(X )
where X=(E$)1 , the closed unit ball of the dual of E. C(X ) is a commutative
C*-algebra, and for all n # N, the operator matrix norm on Mn(C(X )) is
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the unique C*-algebra norm on the same space. Thus E inherits an
operator space structure from C(X ) with the matrix norm on Mn(E)
obtained from that of Mn(C(X )) by restriction.
The major thrust regarding order structures on Banach spaces has been
with Banach lattices. But a lattice structure is really a property of com-
mutative analysis, while operator spaces are properly considered to be a
part of noncommutative analysis, where lattice structures break down. For
example, the most basic noncommutative spaces, Mn(n2) and B(H ), do
not possess lattice structures. However, in considering some of the most
common spaces we work withC*-algebras and their duals, preduals of
von Neumann algebras, the commutative Lp spaces, and the Schatten class
spaceswe find two common threads relating to order that give important
information regarding the structure of these spaces.
The first of these threads includes positive generation. Each self-adjoint
element of the above spaces can be decomposed as the difference of two
positive elements, thus allowing each element of these spaces to be written
as a linear combination of four positive elements. The second is that of
absolute-monotonicity: if &uvu, then &v&&u&. For instance, con-
sider the C*-algebra C(X ) of complex-valued, continuous functions on a
compact Hausdorf space X. For each real (self-adjoint) function f in C(X ),
we have that | f | is a positive function of the same norm with &| f |
f| f |. Then f += 12 ( f +| f | ) and f
&= 12 ( | f |&f ) are positive functions
with f =f +& f &. In fact, in all of the spaces mentioned above, given a
self-adjoint element v, there is a dominating positive element u such that
&uvu. Then 12(u&v) and
1
2 (v+u) are positive and v=
1
2(v+u)&
1
2(u&v).
A dominating element u of the same norm as v will not always be available,
but that will be the case for the dual spaces (such as M(X ), the space of
complex Radon measures on X, where every signed (self-adjoint) measure
v will be dominated by its total variation |v| ). Certainly, u can always be
chosen to be in any open ball containing v. Also, given real functions f and
g in C(X ) with & fg f, we have &g&& f &, providing for absolute-
monotonicity.
These threads occur due to the fact that the set of self-adjoint elements
of each of these complex spaces is a real Banach space with a regular or
Riesz norm. Since operator spaces possess a matrix normed structure, our
goal is to generalize the regular norm in such a way that it respects this
matrix structure and provides for a regular norm at each matrix level. We
shall call such norms and operator spaces matrix regular or matricial Riesz.
It will turn out that all the above-mentioned spaces are matrix regular,
along with many others. We will find that we have a nice duality theory to
go along with the positive generation and absolute-monotonicity. We will
also see that the concept of matrix regularity leads to new proofs of the
Multilinear Representation and Multilinear Decomposition theorems of
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Christensen and Sinclair that do not depend on the rather complicated
concept of matricial sublinearity as developed by Wittstock.
In order to develop the duality theory, we will need to call on a complex
version of a real Banach space theorem of E. B. Davies. But to do this, we
first need to provide some basic definitions and terminology.
We let (E, P, & }&) indicate an ordered real Banach space E with
(positive) cone P (not necessarily proper) and norm & }&. When we have
this situation, we can define a dual cone P$ on the dual space E$ by
P$=[ f # E$ : f ( p)0 for all p # P].
We then have that (E$, P$, & }&) is an ordered real Banach space where & }&
here indicates the dual norm. We call P$ the dual cone to P. We note that
while the dual cone P$ is always & }&-closed, the cone P is & }&-closed if and
only if the following condition is satisfied: if x0 # E and f (x0)0 for all
f # P$, then x0 # P. We always have that P =P" & E. We now define the real
Banach space equivalent of the key concept in this paper.
Definition 1.1. If (E, P, & }&) is an ordered real Banach space, the
norm & }& is called a regular (or Riesz) norm if it satisfies the following two
conditions:
1. & }& is absolute-monotone: &uvu in E implies &v&&u&.
2. For each v # E with &v&<1 there exists u # E with &u&<1 such
that &uvu.
Note. In this case, the cone P is always proper.
But our operator spaces are complex Banach spaces (we assume in this
paper that all our operator spaces are closed). Thus, following Choi and
Effros [6], we refer to a complex vector space with an involution (a
conjugate linear map v [ v* such that v**=v) as a V-vector space. The
self-adjoint elements (v=v*) of a V-vector space V form a real vector space
Vsa . Without loss of generality, we assume that the involution for an
involutive Banach space is an isometry, which yields that the self-adjoint
elements form a norm-closed set.
We say that a complex vector space V is partially ordered if it is a
V-vector space together with a (not necessarily proper) cone V+Vsa , and
we write vw (or wv) if v&w # V+. Since this cone is entirely within the
self-adjoint elements of V, it defines a cone on the corresponding real
vector space, and vice versa. Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence
between partially ordered real vector spaces and partially ordered complex
vector spaces.
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Still following Choi and Effros, if V and W are any two V-vector spaces
and .: V  W is linear, we define .*: V  W by .*(v)=.(v*)*. This
provides an involution on L(V, W ), the vector space of linear maps from
V to W. We say . # L(V, W ) is self-adjoint if .*=., and this is the case
if and only if .: Vsa  Wsa . Restricting ourselves to B(E, F ), the bounded
linear operators from an involutive Banach space E to an involutive
Banach space F, we have that B(E, F ) is an involutive Banach space.
The norm & }& on an ordered complex Banach space (E, P, & }&) is then
called a regular (or Riesz) norm if its restriction to the real Banach space
Esa is regular. In this situation, each element of E can be written as a linear
combination of four elements of P. The following theorem, due to the work
of E. B. Davies ([8, 27]), provides us with a duality theory at the complex
Banach space level.
Theorem 1.2. Let (E, P, & }&) be an ordered complex Banach space with
P closed, and let (E$, P$, & }&) be the complex Banach dual space with dual
cone P$. Then
1. & }& is a regular norm on (E, P, & }&) if and only if & }& is a regular
norm on (E$, P$, & }&).
2. If & }& is a regular norm on (E$, P$, & }&) and g # E$sa with &g&1,
there exists f # P$ with & f &1 such that &fg f.
As this paper progresses, we will define first the notion of the matrix
ordered operator space and then the key new concept in this paper, the
matrix regular (or matricial Riesz) operator space. We will say that a matrix
ordered operator space V is matrix regular if for each n # N, the norm & }&n
on the ordered complex Banach space Mn(V ) is a regular norm.
First examples of matrix regular operator spaces include all C*-algebras,
and in fact all operator systems (linear self-adjoint subspaces of B(H) for
some Hilbert space H that contain the unit of B(H)). One can show that
the duals of C*-algebras and the preduals of von Neumann algebras are
matrix regular, as are the completely bounded maps from a matrix regular
operator space into B(H) (or any injective von Neumann algebra) and the
completely bounded multilinear maps from A_ } } } _A into B(H ) where A
is a C*-algebra. One can also prove that the Schatten class spaces Sp and
the commutative Lp spaces are matrix regular operator spaces [23] if one
uses the ‘‘natural’’ operator space structures described by Pisier [20, 21].
In the second section of this paper, we will gather the majority of the
results that we will need from the theory of operator spaces, giving special
focus to the operator space tensor products that are crucial to our work.
The main part of our work is found in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3, we
define the concepts of the matrix ordered and matrix regular operator
spaces. We also provide an equivalent formulation for matrix regularity
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that clearly illustrates the special relationship between norm (topology)
and order in matrix regular operator spaces. In Section 4, we show that an
operator space is matrix regular if and only if its operator dual is. To accom-
plish this, we exploit the use of the column Hilbert space Hc and the row
Hilbert space H r in operator spaces of the form H r h Vh Hc where V is
a matrix regular operator space.
In Section 5, we show that if V is matrix regular, so are spaces of the
form X*h Vh X where X is any operator space and of the form CB(V, R)
where R is an injective von Neumann algebra. Finally, in Section 6, we present
the new proofs of the ChristensenSinclair theorems.
2. OPERATOR SPACE PROPERTIES
In this section we will consider general properties of operator spaces that
we will need to refer to later in the context of ordered operator spaces.
Given a Hilbert space H, we let B(H ) denote the bounded operators
on H. A (concrete) operator space V on H is a linear subspace of B(H ). In
this case, we can then assign norms to each of the linear spaces Mn(V ) by
means of the inclusion Mn(V )Mn(B(H ))=B(H n).
An abstract operator space is a vector space V together with a norm & }&
defined on each of the matrix spaces Mn(V ) such that
1. &vw&=max[&v&, &w&], and
2. &:v;&&:& &v& &;&
for all v # Mn(V ), w # Mm(V ), and :, ; # Mn , where Mn denotes Mn(C )=
B(Cn). It is clear that each concrete operator space is an abstract operator
space.
For abstract operator spaces V and W and a linear map . : V  W, there
are corresponding linear maps .n : Mn(V )  Mn(W ) defined by .n(v)=
[.(vij )] for all v=[vij] # Mn(V ). The completely bounded norm of . is
defined by
&.&cb=sup[&.n&: n # N]
(which may be infinite). We say . is completely bounded if &.&cb<. We
note that the norms &.n & form an increasing sequence
&.&&.2& } } } &.n& } } } &.&cb ,
and that &.&cb is a norm on the linear space CB(V, W ) of completely
bounded maps. We define . to be a complete isometry if each map .n :
Mn(V )  Mn(W ) is an isometry.
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Ruan [22, 14] has shown that each abstract operator space V is com-
pletely isometric to a concrete operator space WB(H ), so we will no
longer distinguish between concrete and abstract operator spaces. Also, if
V is an operator space, so is its closure V since an embedding V/B(H )
can be extended to V .
From [22], if W is a closed subspace of an operator space V, then
Mn(W) is closed in Mn(V ) for each n # N, and furthermore, an operator
space V is complete if and only if any one of the normed spaces Mn(V ) is
complete. As mentioned in the Introduction, we assume that all operator
spaces are complete.
For operator spaces V and W, we may identify an n_n matrix .=[.ij]
of completely bounded maps .ij : V  W with a completely bounded map
.: V  Mn(W ) by letting .(v)=[.ij (v)]. Conversely, any completely
bounded mapping .: V  Mn(W ) is determined in this manner by the
matrix of completely bounded maps .=[.ij], where .ij=Ei.E j*, Ei=
[0 } } } 1i } } } 0] # M1, n . We use the resulting linear identification
Mn(CB(V, W ))$CB(V, Mn(W )) (2.1)
and the completely bounded norm on the second space to define a norm
on Mn(CB(V, W )). Thus by definition we have that (2.1) is a natural
isometry.
From (2.1) and the isometry CB(V, C )=B(V, C )=V -, the Banach dual
space V - of V is an operator space via the identification
Mn(V -)=CB(V, Mn).
We will use the symbol V - to indicate the dual operator space of V [4, 11].
It is important to remember that although V - is the Banach space dual of
V, Mn(V -) is not the Banach space dual of Mn(V ); i.e., we must distinguish
Mn(V -) from Mn(V )-. We let %: V/V -- be the canonical inclusion, and
for v # Mn(V ), we let v^=%n(v). Of course, this canonical inclusion is
completely isometric.
We will need the use of three operator space tensor products to achieve
our results on matrix ordered operator spaces. They are the projective
(& }&7, 7, and 
7
, respectively, for the norm, algebraic tensor product,
and complete tensor product), injective (& }&6, 6, 
6
) and Haagerup
(& }&h , h , h) tensor products [4, 11, 19, 22]. All three are associative,
the projective and injective are commutative, but the Haagerup is not
commutative [4, 11, 19].
However, the Haagerup tensor product, the most important for our
work, satisfies the injective property, i.e., if V and W are operator spaces
with V1V and W1W subspaces, the inclusion of V1h W1 into Vh W
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is a complete isometry [19]. It is also self-dual in that the natural embedding
V - h W - / (Vh W )- is completely isometric [13].
Given operator spaces V and W, v # Mn, r(V ) and w # Mr, n(W ), we
define v x w=[k vikwkj] # Mn(VW ). This is a definition that is
designed to be analogous to matrix multiplication. We note that if : is a
matrix of scalars, we get v x (:w)=(v:) x w, and that if u # Mn(VW ),
there exist v # Mn, r(V ) and w # Mr, n(W ) for some r # N such that u=
v x w.
The following is a useful representation theorem for the algebraic elements
of the Haagerup tensor product of two operator spaces:
Theorem 2.1 [13]. Suppose V and W are operator spaces and u #
Mm, n(Vh W ) is an algebraic element of the tensor product. Then there
exist an integer p and elements v # Mm, p(V ) and w # Mp, n(W ) for which
u=v x w and &u&h=&v& &w&.
3. MATRIX REGULAR OPERATOR SPACES
We now generalize the notion of the regular Banach space to the matrix
regular operator space. We begin by making precise the notion of the matrix
ordered operator space.
If an operator space V has an involution, then, for all n # N, there is a
natural involution on Mn(V ) given by
[vij ]*=[vji*].
An involutive operator space is an operator space with an involution such
that, for each n # N, Mn(V ) is an involutive Banach space.
If V and W are involutive operator spaces and .: V  W is self-adjoint,
it follows that .n : Mn(V )  Mn(W ) is self-adjoint for all n # N. It also
follows in a straightforward fashion that CB(V, W ) is an involutive operator
space. For the case where W=C, the induced involution on Mn(V -) is an
isometry for all n # N, allowing us to conclude that V - is an involutive
operator space.
Again from Choi and Effros [6], a complex vector space V is matrix
ordered if
1. V is a V-vector space (hence so is Mn(V ) for all n1),
2. each Mn(V ), n1, is partially ordered by a cone Mn(V )+
Mn(V )sa , and
3. if #=[#ij] # Mm, n , then #*Mm(V )+ #Mn(V )+.
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We shall call an involutive operator space V a matrix ordered operator
space if it is a matrix ordered (vector) space and, in addition, the cones
Mn(V )+ are closed in the norm topology for all n # N.
Now let V and W be matrix ordered vector spaces and let .: V  W be
a linear map. We call . completely positive if .n : Mn(V )  Mn(W ) is positive
for each n. We denote the set of completely positive maps from V to W by
CP(V, W ). A linear isomorphism . of V onto W is a complete order
isomorphism if both . and .&1 are completely positive.
For a matrix ordered operator space V, we define cones on Mn(V -) for
each n # N by
Mn(V -)+=CB(V, Mn) & CP(V, Mn)=CB(V, Mn)+. (3.1)
Further, for matrix ordered operator spaces V and W and for all n # N, we
define cones on Mn(CB(V, W )) by
Mn(CB(V, W ))+=CB(V, Mn(W ))+
=CB(V, Mn(W )) & CP(V, Mn(W )).
Proposition 3.1. Let V and W be matrix ordered operator spaces. Then
CB(V, W ) is a matrix ordered operator space.
Note. Itoh [16] states a similar proposition, but he takes the notion of
matrix ordered operator space in a less restrictive sense than is done here.
He does not require that Mn(V ) be an involutive Banach space and that
Mn(V )+ be closed for each n # N.
Proof. First, we have already noted that CB(V, W ) is an involutive
operator space.
We next need to show that, given # # Mm, n and .=[.ij] # Mm(CB(V, W ))+,
#*.# # Mn(CB(V, W ))+. Directly from the definition of operator space,
&#*.#&cb&#*& &.&cb &#&<,
so #*.# # Mn(CB(V, W )). Then, for [vij] # Mp(V )+,
(#*.#)p ([vij])=[#*.(vij)#]=(#*Ip)[.(vij )](#Ip)0
since . is completely positive. Thus #*.# # Mn(CB(V, W ))+.
It now only remains to show that the cones CB(V, Mn(W ))+ are closed
for all n # N. Let . # (CB(V, Mn(W ))+)&& }&cb. Then there exists a sequence
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(.:) in CB(V, Mn(W ))+ such that .:  . in cb-norm. Suppose m # N and
v # Mm(V )+. Then
&(.:)m (v)&.m(v)&=&[(.:)m&.m](v)&&(.:)m&.m& &v&
&.:&.&cb &v&  0.
Since each (.:)m (v) # Mm(Mn(W ))+ and Mm(Mn(W ))+ is closed, we have
.m(v) # Mm(Mn(W ))+. Thus . # CB(V, Mn(W ))+, so CB(V, Mn(W ))+ is
closed.
Then Mn(CB(V, W )) is a matrix ordered operator space. K
Corollary 3.2. If V is a matrix ordered operator space, then so is V -.
We now proceed to define the key new concept in this paper, the matrix
regular operator space, which expands Definition 1.1 to the case of matrix
ordered operator spaces.
Definition 3.3. Suppose V is a matrix ordered operator space. We say
V is a matrix regular (or matricial Riesz) operator space if for each n # N,
the norm & }&n on the ordered complex Banach space Mn(V ) is a regular
norm, i.e., if for each n # N and for all v # Mn(V )sa ,
1. u # Mn(V )sa and &uvu imply that &v&n&u&n , and
2. &v&n<1 implies that there exists u # Mn(V )sa such that &u&n<1
and &uvu.
Note. In both (1) and (2) above, u is actually positive.
The following is an equivalent formulation of the definition which points
out clearly that in matrix regular operator spaces there is a relationship
between norm (topology) and order. This can be compared with a known
result from C*-algebra theory that states that for an element a of a unital
C*-algebra, &a&1 if and only if
_ 1a*
a
1&0.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose V is a matrix ordered operator space. Then V is
matrix regular if and only if the following condition holds:
For all u # Mn(V ), &u&<1 if and only if there exist u1 , u2 # Mn(V )+,
&u1&<1 and &u2 &<1, such that
_u1u*
u
u2& # M2n(V )+.
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Proof. Several times in this proof we shall use the following fact:
If _ac
b
d& # M2n(V )+, then so is _
a
&c
&b
d & # M2n(V )+. (3.2)
This is because
_ a&c
&b
d &=_
In
0
0
&In&_
a
c
b
d&_
In
0
0
&In& .
[ O ] We assume that V is matrix regular.
( O ) Suppose u # Mn(V ) and &u&<1. Then
_ 0u*
u
0& # M2n(V )sa and "_
0
u*
u
0&"<1.
Since V is matrix regular, there exists
_u1u3*
u3
u2& # M2n(V )+
with
"_u1u3*
u3
u2&"<1 and _
u1
u3*\u*
u3\u
u2 & # M2n(V )+.
Clearly, u1 , u2 # Mn(V )+, &u1&<1, and &u2&<1. Now
_ u1&u3*u*
&u3u
u2 & # M2n(V )+ by (3.2),
so
_u1u*
u
u2&=
1
2 \_
u1
&u3*+u*
&u3+u
u2 &+_
u1
u3*+u*
u3+u
u2 &+ # M2n(V )+.
( o ) Suppose there are u1 , u2 # Mn(V )+ such that &u1&<1, &u2&<1,
and
_u1u*
u
u2& # M2n(V )+.
Since
_ u1&u*
&u
u2 & # M2n(V )+ by (3.2),
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we get
_u10
0
u2&\_
0
u*
u
0& # M2(V )+.
Since V is matrix regular,
"_ 0u*
u
0&""_
u1
0
0
u2&"<1,
so &u&<1.
[ o ] Suppose u, w # Mn(V )sa with &uwu. Then u\w0, so
_ uiw
&iw
u &=
1
2 \_
1
i& (u+w)[1&i]
+_ 1&i& (u&w)[1 i ]+ # M2n(V )+.
Suppose &w&>&u&. Then, &w&=&u&+= for some =>0, so
_ u&w&iw&w&
&iw&w&
u&w& & # M2n(V )+.
Since &u&w&&=&u&&w&<1, by hypothesis &&iw&w&&<1. But &&iw
&w&&=1, a contradiction. Thus &w&&u&.
Now suppose w # Mn(V )sa with &w&<1. Then there exist w1 , w2 #
Mn(V )+ with &w&1<1, &w&2<1, and [ w1w
w
w2
] # M2n(V )+. Then also
[ w1&w
&w
w2
] # M2n(V )+ by (3.2), so
w1+w2
2
\w=[(1- 2) In 1(- 2) In] _ w1\w
\w
w2 &_
(1- 2) In
(1- 2) In& # Mn(V )+.
Let u=(w1+w2 )2. Then u\w # Mn(V )+ and &u&<1. Thus V is matrix
regular. K
We now consider infinite index sets. Letting l 2(I ) denote the Hilbert
space of square summable generalized sequences [:i]i # I , :i # C, we have
that for any index set I, MI (V ) is an operator space since it may be iden-
tified with the linear space of operators v=[vij] # B(H l 2(I )) for which
vij # V. From [10], MI (V ) is norm complete if V is. With E2 the projection
on the subspace H l 2(2) of H l 2(I), and denoting E2 as En when
2=[1, ..., n], we have that KI (V ) is the set of v # MI (V ) for which
&v&E2vE2&  0. We identify KI=KI (C) with the C*-algebra of compact
operators on l 2(I ). KI (V ) is norm complete if V is.
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Given an operator space V, we note the following complete isometries
[10, 13, 15]. For n # N, I an arbitrary index set, and TI=K -I , the trace
class operator space,
KI (V )$KI 
6
V
TI (V )$TI 
7
V
KI (V )-$TI (V -)
TI (V )-$MI (V -)$CB(V, MI ).
Further, for any Hilbert space H, K(H ), the space of compact operators
on H, and T(H ), the space of trace class operators on H, are operator
spaces, with T(H)$K(H )- and B(H )$T(H )- being complete isometries
[15].
If V is a matrix ordered operator space and I is an arbitrary index set,
define v* # MI (V ) as [vji*] where v=[vij] # MI (V ), MI (V )+=[v # MI (V )sa :
for all 2 # I, 2 finite, E2vE2 # M2(V )+], and
M(V )+=[v # M(V )sa : EnvEn # Mn(V )+ for all n # N].
We define KI (V )+ and K(V )+ similarly. The involutions on M(V ) and
K(V ) are isometries and M(V )+ and K(V )+ are closed.
We conclude this section by relating the matrix regularity of an operator
space V to the regularity of M(V -) and K(V ). Although we restrict our
discussion to the case where I= for ease of notation, the following two
results are true for arbitrary index sets.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose V is a matrix ordered operator space. Then
M(V -)$CB(V, M)
is a V-preserving, isometric order isomorphism.
Proof. The fact that . : M(V -)  CB(V, M) is a bijective isometry
(in fact, a complete isometry), with .( f )(v)=[ fst(v)] for f=[ fst] # M(V -),
is shown in [10].
Since .( f )* (v) = .( f )(v*)* = [ fst(v*)]* = [ fts(v*)*] = [ f *ts (v)]=
.( f *)(v), the isometry is V-preserving.
Suppose f # M(V -)+. Let [vij] # Mm(V )+. Let I=:_; with :
[1, ..., m] and ;N, ; finite, be an index set. Then E; fE; # M;(V -)+, so
by (3.1)
.(E; fE;)m [vij ]=[.(E; fE;)(vij )]=[[ fst(vij )]s, t # ; ] # M+[1, ..., m]_; .
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Thus
E[1, ..., m]_;.( f )m [vij ] E[1, ..., m]_;=E[1, ..., m]_; [.( f )(vij )] E[1, ..., m]_;
=E[1, ..., m]_; [[ fst(vij )]] E[1, ..., m]_;
=[[ fst(vij )]s, t # ;] # M+[1, ..., m]_; ,
so
EI.( f )m [vij] EI # M+I ,
allowing us to conclude that .( f ) # CB(V, M)+.
Finally, let g # CB(V, M)+. Now g=.( f ) for some unique f # M(V -).
Let m, n # N. For all [vij ] # Mm(V )+,
.(En fEn)m [vij]=[.(En fEn)(vij )]=[[ fst(vij)]s, t=1, ..., n]=[En g(vij) En ]
En En
=_ . . . & [ g(vij)] _ . . . & # M+mn ,En En
so En fEn # Mn(V -)+. Then f # M(V -)+, establishing the order isomorphism.
K
Theorem 3.6. Suppose V is a matrix ordered operator space. Then
1. V matrix regular O K(V ) is regular.
2. V - matrix regular O M(V-) is regular.
3. K(V ) regular or M(V ) regular O V is matrix regular.
Proof. 1. Suppose w # K(V )sa , &w&<1. Then &w&<1&= for some
=>0. By definition, wn=EnwEn  w in norm. Hence there exists a sub-
sequence [wnk ] with wnk # Mnk(V )sa such that
&wn1 &<1&=, &wn2&wn1 &<=2, ..., &wnk+1&wnk &<=2
k, ... .
Then, for all k # N there exists uk # Mnk(V )
+ such that
u1\wn10, uk\(wnk&wnk&1)0, &u1&<1&=,
and
&uk&<=2k&1.
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Hence u=k=1 uk # K(V )
+,
&u& :

k=1
&uk&<1&=+(=2+=4+=8+ } } } )=1,
and
u\w=(u1\wn1 )+ :

k=2
[uk\(wnk&wnk&1 )]0.
Now suppose u, w # K(V )sa , u\w0. Then, for all n # N,
En(u\w) En=EnuEn\EnwEn0,
so &EnwEn&&EnuEn& since V is matrix regular. We conclude that &w&&u&.
2. First, suppose f, g # M(V -)sa , f\g0. Then &g&& f & from the
argument immediately preceding.
Next, suppose g # M(V -)sa with &g&=1&=<1 for =>0. Now, M(V -)
$CB(V, M) with g # M(V -) corresponding to %(g) # CB(V, M) where
%(g)(v)=[ gst(v)] for v # V. Let gn=EngEn for all n # N. Then gn # Mn(V -)sa
with &gn &1&=<1. Since M(V -)$T(V )- is an operator dual space,
and considering [gn] as a sequence in M(V -), [gn] has a subnet [gn:]
which converges to some g # M(V -) in the weak-* topology.
Let v # V be given. Then %(g)(v)=[ gst(v)] # M . For In: # T ,
g11(v) } } } g1n: (v) 0 } } }
b . . . b b } } }
gn: (v)(In: )=_gn: 1 (v) } } } gn:n: (v) 0 } } }& .0 } } } 0 0 } } }b b b b . . .
Thus g =g.
Since V - is matrix regular, for each n: there exists f n: # M +n: such that
& f n: &<1&(=2) and f n:\gn:0. Since the net [ f n:] is in the closed
1&(=2) ball of M(V -), [ f n:] has a subnet [ f n; ] which converges in the
weak-* topology to some f # M(V -). Clearly, & f &<1. Since [ f n;\gn; ]
converges to [ f\g] in the weak-* topology, given v # V + and t # T + ,
%( f n;\gn; )(v)(t)0, so at the limit %( f\g)(v)(t)0. Thus M(V -) is
regular.
3. Let w # Mn(V )sa , &w&<1. Then w # K(V )sa (resp., M(V )sa)
also. Since K(V ) (resp., M(V )) is regular, there exists u # K(V )+
(resp., M(V )+) such that u\w0 and &u&<1. But then En(u\w) En0,
so EnuEn\w0. Hence EnuEn # Mn(V )+ and &EnuEn&&u&<1.
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Second, if &uwu in Mn(V ), then &uwu in K(V ) (resp.,
M(V )), so &w&&u&.
Thus V is matrix regular. K
4. MATRIX REGULARITY AND DUALITY
Having defined matrix regularity, we proceed in this section to establish
its duality properties. To do this, we need to look first at a special type of
Haagerup tensor product. As a first step, given an operator space X, we
define the conjugate space X* such that
1. X*=[x*: x # X],
2. (x+ y)*=x*+ y* and :x*=(: x)* for all : # C, and
3. for x=[xij]#Mm, n(X ), [xji*] # Mn, m(X*) and &x*&=&[xji*]&=&x&.
With this definition, X$X** is a complete isometry and X* is an operator
space.
Incorporating this notion into our work, if X is an operator space and
V is an involutive operator space, then X*h Vh X is an involutive
operator space where the involution is given by (!*vx)*=x*v*!,
with extension to the completion Mn(X*h Vh X ) by continuity for
each n # N.
We can get special representations for the self-adjoint elements in
Mn(X*h Vh X ) by extending a result of Itoh [17] to the matrix level.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose X is an operator space and V is an involutive
operator space. If u # Mn(X*h Vh X )sa , then u has a representation
u=x* x V x x
where x # Mp, n(X) and V # Mp(V )sa . Furthermore,
&u&h=inf[&x&2 &V&: u=x* x V x x with
x # Mp, n(X ), V # Mp(V )sa , p # N].
Note. For the case when n=1, Itoh shows that the components of
x=[x1 x2 } } } xp] tr can be chosen to be linearly independent.
Proof. Suppose u # Mn(X*h Vh X )sa . Given =>0, there exist
c, d # Mq, n(X ) and U # Mq(V ) such that
u=d* x U x c and &u&h&d*& &U& &c&<&u&h+=.
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Then, for all *>0,
u=
1
2
(u+u*)
=
1
2
(*d* x U x *&1c+*&1c* x U* x *d )
=
1
- 2
[*d* *&1c*] x _ 0U*
U
0 & x
1
- 2 _
*d
*&1c& .
We get the desired representation by letting
x=
1
- 2 _
*d
*&1c& and V=_
0
U*
U
0 & .
For the norm of u, since
" 1- 2 _
*d
*&1c&"
2

1
2
(*2 &d*&2+*&2 &c&2)
and
min
*>0
1
2
(*2 &d*&2+*&2 &c&2)=&d*& &c&,
there exists *0>0 such that
&u&h" 1- 2 _
*0 d
*&10 c&"
2
"_ 0U*
U
0 &"&d*& &U& &c&<&u&h+=.
This establishes the desired norm condition. K
Next we define positive cones for X*h Vh X. Suppose X is an
operator space and V is a matrix ordered operator space. We define
Pn(X*h Vh X )=[x* x V x x # Mn(X*h Vh X): x # Mp, n(X),
V # Mp(V )+, p # N]
and
Mn(X*h Vh X )+=Pn(X*h Vh X )&& }&h.
With these definitions, it is easy to show that Mn(X*h Vh X )+ is a
cone in Mn(X*h Vh X ) for all n # N and that X*h Vh X is a matrix
ordered operator space.
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To achieve our goal of establishing matrix regular duality, we now shift
our focus to the case where X is a Hilbert space H. Since we are working
with operator spaces, we consider two natural operator space structures on
any Hilbert space H [3, 13]. The first is the column operator space struc-
ture, which arises by identifying H with B(C, H ). We refer to H with this
operator space structure as the column Hilbert space Hc . The second
operator space structure results from identifying H with B(H , C), where H
is the dual Hilbert space. We refer to H with this operator space structure
as the row Hilbert space Hr . By definition, we have
Mm, n(Hc)=B(Cn, Hm) and Mm, n(Hr)=B(H n, Cm).
We also have complete isometries (Hc)-$H r and (Hr)-$H c [3, 13].
If we let X=Hc , then (Hc)*=H r , h*=h =( } | h), and (Hc)-$(Hc)* is
a complete isometry. For the case where H is finite-dimensional, we denote
Hc by Cn with standard basis [e1 , ..., en] and H r by Rn with standard basis
[e1* , ..., en*]. The following theorem is the main tool that allows us to
establish the duality we seek.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose V is a matrix regular operator space. Then the
Haagerup norm on Rnh Vh Cn is a regular norm.
Proof. Suppose u, w # (Rnh Vh Cn)sa with &uwu. Given =>0,
from Lemma 4.1 u and w have representations
u=a* x U x a= :
n
i, j=1
ai*uijaj
and
w=b* x W x b= :
n
i, j=1
bi*wijbj
where U, W # Mn(V )sa , the sets [a1 , ..., an] and [b1 , ..., bn] are linearly
independent, and assuming without loss of generality that &a&=1,
&u&h&U&<&u&h+=.
Since the sets [a1 , ..., an] and [b1 , ..., bn] are linearly independent, b=:a
with : # Mn , a=[a1 } } } an]tr, and b=[b1 } } } bn]tr.
We then have
w=a*:* x W x :a=a* x :*W: x a.
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Letting W$=:*W:,
w=a* x W$ x a.
Since u\w0, we get that a* x (U\W$) x a0. Then
a* x (U+W$) x a=c* x V x c
where V # Mn(V )+, assuming that the set [c1 , ..., cn] is linearly independent
and c=[c1 } } } cn ]tr. Letting c=;a, ; # Mn , as above,
a* x (U+W$) x a=a*;* x V x ;a=a* x ;*V; x a.
Then, since ;*V;0, U+W$0. Similarly, U&W$0, so we have
&UW$U in Mn(V ). Since V is matrix regular, &W$&&U&. Then,
since &a&=1, we have
&w&h&a&2 &W$&&U&<&u&h+=.
Since = is arbitrary, we get that &w&h&u&h . Thus we have the first of the
two necessary conditions for regularity.
For the second, suppose w # (Rnh Vh Cn)sa with &w&h<1. Then there
exists =>0 such that &w&h<1&=. By Lemma 4.1, there exists a linearly
independent set [a1 , ..., an] in Cn such that
a1
&a&= }}_ b &}}=\ :ni=1 &ai &2+12=1an
and W # Mn(V )sa with
w=a* x W x a and &w&h&W&<&w&h+=<1.
Since V is matrix regular and W is self-adjoint with &W&<1, there
exists U # Mn(V )+ such that &U&<1 and U\W0. Let u=a* x U x a.
Then
&u&h&U&<1 and u\w=a* x (U\W ) x a0.
Thus the second condition is also met, so Rnh Vh Cn has a regular
norm. K
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If V is a matrix regular operator space, we have now established that
H rh Vh Hc is regular in the case that H is a finite dimensional Hilbert
space. We will shortly establish its matrix regularity, including the infinite
dimensional case, but for now we use this result to generate matrix regular
duality. Applying the Davies Theorem (Theorem 1.2) to the previous result,
we get
Corollary 4.3. Suppose V is a matrix regular operator space. Then
(Rnh Vh Cn)- has a regular norm.
We next look to a theorem which, along with the Davies Theorem, provides
for the matrix regular duality we seek. But first, we list several special
tensor product properties that are particular to the case where at least one
of the operator spaces is a column or row Hilbert space.
Lemma 4.4 [3, 13]. Given an operator space V and Hilbert spaces H and
K, we have the following complete isometries:
Hc h V$Hc 
6
V (4.1)
Vh H r$V
6
H r (4.2)
Hr
6
Kc$Kch Hr$K(H , K ) (4.3)
H r
7
Hc $H rh Hc $B(H, H )- $B(H )- $T(H ) (4.4)
((Kc)-h Vh Hc)-$CB(V, B(H, K )). (4.5)
Theorem 4.5. If V is a matrix ordered operator space, then
CB(V, B(H ))$(H rh Vh Hc)-
is a V-preserving isometric order isomorphism.
Proof. That CB(V, B(H ))$(H rh Vh Hc)- is an isometry follows
from Lemma 4.4 (4.5). We have that . # CB(V, B(H )) corresponds to
.~ # (H rh Vh Hc)- via
(.(v) ’ | !)=.~ (!*v’).
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Since
.*
t
(!*v’)=(.*(v) ’ | !) =(.(v*)* ’ | !)
=(’ | .(v*)!)=(.(v*) ! | ’)=.~ (’*v*!)
=.~ ((!*v’)*)=.~ *(!*v’),
we conclude that the isometry is V-preserving.
Next, suppose that . # CB(V, B(H ))+. In order to show that .~ # ((H rh
Vh Hc)-)+, we need to show that .~ (u)0 for every u # (H rh Vh Hc)+.
But since [0, ) is closed, we need only show that .~ (u)0 for every element
u # P1(H rh Vh Hc). For such u,
v11 } } } v1n x1
u=x* x V x x=[x1* } } } xn*] x _ b . . . b & x _ b &vn1 } } } vnn xn
= :
n
i, j=1
xi*vijxj
with V # Mn(V )+. Then
.~ (u)=.~ \ :
n
i, j=1
xi*vijxj+
= :
n
i, j=1
(.(vij ) xj | xi )=([.(vij )] x | x)0
since [.(vij)]=.n(V ) is positive. Thus .~ # CB((H rh Vh Hc)- Mn)+.
Finally, given .~ # ((H rh Vh Hc)-)+, we need to show that . #
CB(V, B(H ))+. Suppose that V=[vij] # Mn(V )+ and
h1
h=_ b & # Mn1(H ).hn
Then
(.n(V)h | h) = :
n
i, j=1
(.(vij ) hj | hi )= :
n
i, j=1
.~ (hi*vijhj )
=.~ (h*Vh)0
since .~ is positive. Thus . # CB(VB(H ))+, and the order isomorphism is
established. K
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Theorem 4.6. Suppose V is a matrix regular operator space. Then
CB(V, B(Cm)), m # N, is a matrix regular operator space.
Proof. From Proposition 3.1, for all n # N, CB(V, B(Cmn)) is a matrix
ordered operator space. Also, for all n # N, (Rmnh Vh Cmn)- is a regularly
normed operator space by Corollary 4.3. But then by Theorem 4.5,
Mn(CB(V, B(Cm)))$CB(V, B(Cmn)) has a regular norm. Thus CB(V, B(Cm))
is a matrix regular operator space. K
Corollary 4.7. If V is a matrix regular operator space, then so is V -.
Proof. From Corollary 3.2, we know that V - is a matrix ordered operator
space. Since V -=CB(V, C ), the result follows from the above theorem. K
The above corollary yields half of our duality. For the other half, we
need to introduce Banach space duals of the spaces Mn(V ) where V is an
operator space and n # N. For the Banach dual of Mn(V ), we use the
notation Mn(V )$ with the prime representing classical duality given by the
duality pairing
([ fij], [xij]) =:
i, j
( fij , xij).
Blecher [2] has shown that the second dual operator space matrix norm
structure coincides with the classical second dual structure, that is, V--$V"
completely isometrically. It is important to remember that V-=V$ as Banach
spaces, but since Mn(V-) is not defined as the Banach dual of Mn(V ), we
must distinguish Mn(V-) from Mn(V )$.
At this point, we must draw on a lemma of Itoh.
Lemma 4.8 [16]. Suppose that X is a matrix ordered space. Given [ fij]
# Mn(X$), the following are equivalent:
1. X  Mn(C): x [ [ fij(x)] is completely positive.
2. Mn(X )  C: [xij] [  fij(xij) is positive.
We use the lemma to help prove the following theorem which allows us
to use Davies Theorem in proving the other half of our desired duality.
Theorem 4.9. If V is a matrix ordered operator space, the complete
isometry V/V-- is a V-preserving complete order isomorphism onto its
range. Also, for all n # N, the cones in Mn(V -) and Mn(V )$ consist of the
same elements (even though the norms are in most cases different), as do the
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cones in Mn(V --) and Mn(V )". If V - is a matrix ordered operator space and
Mn(V )+=Mn(V ) & Mn(V--)+ (i.e., Mn(V )+ is closed and has Mn(V -)+ as
its dual cone), then V is a matrix ordered operator space.
Proof. If V is a matrix ordered operator space, then so are V - and V--
by Corollary 3.2. Let v^ # V-- be the image of v # V. For f # V -, v^*( f )=
v^( f *)=f *(v)= f (v*). Then v^ is self-adjoint  v^*=v^  v^*( f )=v^( f ) for
all f # V -  f (v*)=f (v) for all f # V -  f (v*&v)=0 for all f # V -  v*=
v  v is self-adjoint. Thus Vsa=V & (V--)sa .
Next, suppose v=[vij] # Mn(V ). Then v^=[vij@] # Mn(V--)=CB(V -, Mn).
Suppose f # (V -)+=CB(V, C)+. Then, since f is completely positive, v^( f )=
[vij@( f )]=[ f (vij)]=fn(v) # M +n if and only if v # Mn(V )
+. This establishes
the complete order isomorphism.
The equivalence of the cones follows directly from Lemma 4.8.
Finally, we have established above that if V - is a matrix ordered operator
space, so is V--. It follows that V is a matrix ordered operator space by
restriction, where, for all n # N, Mn(V )+=V & (V--)+. K
Theorem 4.10. Suppose V is a matrix ordered operator space and V- is
matrix regular. Then V is a matrix regular operator space.
Proof. Since V - is matrix regular, V-- is matrix regular by Corollary 4.7
and then V" is matrix regular by Theorem 4.9. Then for each n # N, we use
Theorem 1.2 twice to show that since Mn(V )"=(Mn(V )$)$ is regular, first
Mn(V )$ is regular, and then Mn(V ) is regular. Thus V is matrix regular. K
At this point, we make the jump to the infinite dimensional Hilbert space
case.
Theorem 4.11. If V is a matrix regular operator space and H is a Hilbert
space, then CB(V, B(H )) is a matrix regular operator space.
Proof. Since V is matrix regular, so is V - by Corollary 4.7. Then, by
Theorem 3.6, CB(V, B(H ))$MI (V -) is regular, I the index set of H.
But then, for all n # N, CB(V, B(Hn))=Mn(CB(V, B(H ))) is regular, so
CB(V, B(H )) is matrix regular. K
Theorem 4.12. Suppose V is a matrix regular operator space and H is a
Hilbert space. Then H rh Vh Hc is a matrix regular operator space.
Proof. Since V is matrix regular, we have from the above theorem that
CB(V, B(H )) is matrix regular. It follows from Theorem 4.5 that (H rh Vh
Hc)- is matrix regular, resulting in (H rh Vh Hc)-- and (H rh Vh Hc)"
being matrix regular. Then, for each n # N, since Mn(H rh Vh Hc)"=
(Mn(H rh Vh Hc)$)$ is regular, first Mn(H rh Vh Hc)$ is regular,
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and then Mn(H rh Vh Hc) is regular. Thus H rh Vh Hc is matrix
regular. K
In a like manner, one can also show that if V is a matrix ordered operator
space, H is a Hilbert space, and CB(V, B(H )) is matrix regular, then V and
H rh Vh Hc are matrix regular.
5. EXPANDING THE SCOPE
In the previous two sections, we defined the concept of matrix regularity
and established the equivalence of matrix regularity in an operator space
and its operator dual. Along the way, we were able to show that if an
operator V is matrix regular, then so are H rh Vh Hc and CB(V, B(H )).
We now show that we can replace Hc in the first result by any operator
space and B(H ) in the second by any injective von Neumann algebra. In
order to achieve the generalization that allows us to replace Hc by any
operator space X in Theorem 4.12, we begin by reversing the positions of
the column and row Hilbert spaces.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose V is a matrix regular operator space and H is a
Hilbert space. Then Hch Vh H r is a matrix regular operator space.
Proof. We first note that since
Mn, (Hc)=B(C, Hn)=M1, ((H n)c) and
M, n(H r)=B(Hn, C)=M, 1((H n)r),
we have that
Mn(Hch Vh H r)=(Hn)ch Vh (H n)r .
Thus, to prove the matrix regularity of Hc h Vh H r , it suffices to prove
regularity in the general case since H n is just another Hilbert space.
From the commutativity of the operator projective tensor product and
Lemma 4.4, we have the following chain of complete isometries:
Hch Vh H r$Hc
6
V
6
H r$V
6
Hc
6
H r
$V
6
K(H )$V
6
K$K(V ).
Thus we need only show Hch Vh H r is order isomorphic to K(V ).
Then, since V is matrix regular, K(V ) would be regular by Theorem 3.6.
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That we have the order isomorphism follows directly from the fact that
 Mn(V ) is dense in K(V ) and, given an algebraic element u # Cn h
Vh Rn ,
v11 } } } v1n e1*
u=[e1 } } } en] x _ b . . . b & x _ b &vn1 } } } vnn en*
v11 } } } v1n v11 } } } v1n
=In x _ b . . . b & x In=_ b . . . b & # Mn(V ).vn1 } } } vnn vn1 } } } vnn
Thus positive elements would correspond. K
With this lemma, we can now reach our goal through a series of three
steps, each more general than the last.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose V is a matrix regular operator space and H is a
Hilbert space. Then T(H )h Vh T(H ) is a matrix regular operator space.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4 (4.4), T(H )$H rh Hc is a complete isometry.
Thus
T(H )h Vh T(H)$(H rh Hc)h Vh (H rh Hc)
$H rh (Hch Vh H r)h Hc
are complete order isometries. By applying Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 4.12
in succession, we have that H rh (Hch Vh H r)h Hc is matrix regular.
Then T(H )h Vh T(H ) is also matrix regular. K
Lemma 5.3. Suppose V is a matrix regular operator space and H is a
Hilbert space. Then B(H )h Vh B(H ) is a matrix regular operator space.
Proof. First, suppose w # Mn(B(H )h Vh B(H ))sa with &w&h<1.
Then w can be represented as
w=c* x W x c
where c # M, n(B(H )), &c&=1, and W # K(V )sa , &W&<1. By Theorem
3.6, K(V ) is regular, so there exists U # K(V ) such that &U&<1 and
&UWU. Let u=c* x U x c. Then &u&h<1 and
u\w=c* x U x c\c* x W x c
=c* x (U\W) x c # Mn(B(H )h V h B(H ))+.
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Now suppose &uwu in Mn(B(H )h Vh B(H ))sa . To complete
the proof that B(H )h Vh B(H ) is matrix regular, we must show that
&w&h&u&h . To do this, we recall that T(H )=B(H )-$H rh Hc and,
using the injectivity and self-duality of the Haagerup tensor product, note
that we have complete isometries
B(H)h Vh B(H )/B(H)h V--h B(H)
=T(H)-h V-- h T(H)- / (T(H )h V-h T(H))-,
where the inclusion
B(H)h Vh B(H)/ (T(H)h V- h T(H))-
=CB(T(H)h V- h T(H), C)
is realized by
(dvc)(a f b)=d(a) v^( f ) c(b)
on elementary tensors, where v^ is the image of v # V in V--. But (T(H )h
V - h T(H ))- is matrix regular by Lemma 5.2 and Corollary 4.7. Suppose
that the inclusion is completely order preserving. Then &uwu in
(T(H )h V - h T(H ))-. Since this space is regular, we get that &w&&u&
in (T(H )h V -h T(H ))-, implying that &w&h&u&h and establishing
matrix regularity. Thus it remains to show that the inclusion
B(H )h Vh B(H )/ (T(H )h V -h T(H ))-
=CB(T(H )h V-h T(H ), C)
is completely order preserving.
We begin with algebraic elements. For
c*11 } } } c*p1 v11 } } } v1p c11 } } } c1n
u=c* x v x c=_ b . . . b & x _ b . . . b & x _ b . . . b &c*1n } } } c*pn vp1 } } } vpp cp1 } } } cpn
=_ :
p
i, j=1
c*i#vijcj$&#, $=[C#$] # Pn(B(H )h Vh B(H )),
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we have that u # CB(T(H )h V- h T(H ), Mn). For
a*11 } } } a*q1 f11 } } } f1q a11 } } } a1m
X=a* x f x a=_ b . . . b &x _ b . . . b & x _ b . . . b &a*1m } } } a*qm fq1 } } } fqq aq1 } } } aqm
=_ :
q
s, t=1
a*s: fstat;&:, ;=[A:;] # Pm(T(H)h V-h T(H )),
we get
u(A11) } } } u(A1m)
um(X )=_ b . . . b &u(Am1) } } } u(Amm) :, ;
[C#$(A11)] } } } [C#$(A1m)]
=_ b . . . b &[C#$(Am1)] } } } [C#$(Amm)] :, ;
=_\:ij c*i#vij cj$+\:s, t a*s: fst at;+& (:, #), (;, $)
=_ :i, j, s, t c*i#(a*s:) v^ij( fst) cj$(at;)& (:, #), (;, $)
=__:s, t [c*i#(a*s:)]#, i [v^ij( fst)]i, j [cj$(at;)] j, $&&#, $
c*(a*11) } } } c*(a*q1) v^( f11) } } } v^( f1q)
=_ b . . . b &_ b . . . b &c*(a*1m) } } } c*(a*qm) v^( fq1) } } } v^( fqq)
c(a11) } } } c(a1m)
__ b . . . b & # M+mnc(aq1) } } } c(aqm)
since c*(a*s:)=c(as:)* and
v^( f11) } } } v^( f1q) f11 (v) } } } f1q(v)
_ b . . . b &=_ b . . . b &=fq(v) # M+pqv^( fq1) } } } v^( fqq) fq1(v) } } } fqq(v)
by virtue of the positivity of f and v.
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Thus u # CB(T(H )h Vh T(H ), Mn)+ since u is completely bounded
and M +mn is closed for all m # N.
For u # Mn(B(H)h Vh B(H ))+, u=lims us where each us # Pn(B(H )
h Vh B(H )), so, for X # Mm(T(H )h V -h T(H))+,
u(X )=lim
s
us(X ) # M +mn ,
again since M +mn is closed.
Thus Mn(B(H ) h Vh B(H ))+ / CB(T(H ) h V - h T(H ), Mn)+,
so the inclusion B(H )h Vh B(H )/CB(T(H )h V - h T(H ), C ) is
completely order preserving.
Thus B(H )h Vh B(H ) is matrix regular. K
Theorem 5.4. Suppose V is a matrix regular operator space and X is an
operator space. Then X*h Vh X is a matrix regular operator space.
Proof. Since X is an operator space, it is completely isometrically
isomorphic to a norm closed subspace of B(H ) for some Hilbert space H.
Then
X*h Vh X/B(H)h Vh B(H )
is a complete order isometry.
The result then follows exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5.3. K
To end this section, we consider the replacement of B(H) in Theorem 4.11
by an injective von Neumann algebra.
Theorem 5.5. If V is a matrix regular operator space and RB(H ) is
an injective von Neumann algebra, then CB(V, R) is a matrix regular operator
space.
Proof. Since R, as a von Neumann algebra, is a C*-algebra, it is a matrix
ordered operator space. Then, by Theorem 3.1, CB(V, R) is a matrix ordered
operator space.
Suppose  # CB(V, R)sa with &&cb<1. Let IdR denote the identity map
on R, @ the inclusion of R into B(H ), #=@ b , and let E : B(H)  R with
&E&cb=1 be a projection guaranteed by injectivity. Then E # CB(B(H ), R)+.
We have
 IdR
B(H )
# @ E
V R R
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But # # CB(V, B(H ))sa with &#&cb<1, so, since CB(V, B(H )) is matrix
regular by Theorem 4.11, there exists : # CB(V, B(H ))+ with &:&cb<1 and
&:#:. Then, since E is completely positive, we have &E:E#E:.
Now E#=E@= and .=E: # CB(V, R) with &... Also,
&.&cb=&E:&cb&E&cb &:&cb<1.
Now suppose .,  # CB(V, R)sa with &... Then .,  # CB(V,
B(H ))sa with &.., &.&CB(V, R)=&.&CB(V, B(H )) and &&CB(V, R)=
&&CB(V, B(H)) . Since CB(V, B(H )) is matrix regular, &&CB(V, B(H ))
&.&CB(V, B(H)) , so &&CB(V, R)&.&CB(V, R) . Thus & }&cb is a regular norm on
CB(V, R).
Now Mn(R)=R Mn , the von Neumann algebra tensor product, is an
injective von Neumann algebra for all n # N since Mn and R are both
injective von Neumann algebras. Thus the completely bounded norm on
Mn(CB(V, R))=CB(V, Mn(R)) is a regular norm. Thus CB(V, R) is a
matrix regular operator space. K
6. CHRISTENSENSINCLAIR MULTILINEAR REPRESENTATION
THEOREM
As an application of matrix regularity, we present new proofs of both the
Multilinear Representation Theorem and the Multilinear Decomposition
Theorem of Christensen and Sinclair [7]. The advantage to this approach
is that it replaces Wittstock’s complicated concept of matricial sublinearity
[25] with the more accessible concept of matrix regularity. In fact, we prove
linearized versions of these theorems so as to also take advantage of the
Haagerup tensor product. As a prelude to the Multilinear Representation
Theorem, we prove a representation theorem for certain completely bounded,
self-adjoint linear maps involving the Haagerup tensor product. In order to
prove these theorems, we need to call on some results regarding completely
bounded and completely positive maps. Although several of these results
were originally proven by means of Wittstock’s matricial sublinearity, all of
them have now been provided with proofs that do not rely on this concept.
Good sources for such proofs include Paulsen’s book [18] and a monograph
on operator spaces currently being prepared by Effros and Ruan [15].
Before proceding to the representation theorem, we use matrix regularity
to expand on the Wittstock Decomposition Theorem [18, 25] for the case
of self-adjoint maps.
Proposition 6.1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra, and let .: A  B(H ) be
completely bounded and self-adjoint. Then there exists a completely positive
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map : A  B(H) with &&cb=&.&cb such that \. are completely positive.
Letting .+= 12 (+.) and .
&= 12(&.), we also have .=.
+&.& and
&.&cb=&.++.&&cb .
Proof. Since A, as a C*-algebra, is matrix regular, so is CB(A, B(H )).
Thus, for . # CB(A, B(H ))sa , there exists  # CB(A, B(H ))+ such that
\. # CB(A, B(H))+ and &.&cb&&cb. Since &&cb&.&cb by Wittstock’s
Decomposition Theorem, we have &.&cb=&&cb. For the last statement,
notice that =.++.&. K
For clarity in what follows, we also need to reference the following
decomposition theorem:
Proposition 6.2 [3, 15]. Given operator spaces V1 , ..., Vn , a linear
mapping
. : V1 h } } } h Vn  B(Hn , H0)
is completely bounded if and only if there exist Hilbert spaces Hs and
completely bounded mappings s : Vs  B(Hs , Hs&1), s=1, ..., n, such that
.(v1 } } } vn)=1(v1) } } } n(vn).
Furthermore, we can choose s (s=1, ..., n) such that
&.&cb=&&cb } } } &&cb .
We proceed to our new representation theorem.
Theorem 6.3. Let B be a C*-algebra, X an operator space, and
.: X*h Bh X  B(H )
a completely bounded self-adjoint linear map. Then there is a Hilbert space
K, a V-representation ? of B on K which is unital if B is, a completely
bounded linear map V : X  B(H, K ) with &.&cb=&V&2cb , and a bounded
linear map S # B(K )sa with &S&=1 such that
.( y*vx)=V( y )* S?(b) V(x).
If . is also completely positive, then S=idK .
Proof. (1) Let B be a C*-algebra and suppose
: X*h Bh X  B(H )
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is completely bounded and completely positive. By Lemma 4.4 (4.5),
CB(X*h Bh X, B(H ))$(H rh X*h Bh Xh Hc)-
completely isometrically with the correspondence between  and  #
(H rh X*h Bh Xh Hc)- given by
 (’ y*bx!)=(( y*bx) ! | ’) H .
We then have that
&&cb=&&=& &=& &cb ,
and by Theorem 4.5,  is completely positive.
Let Y=Xh Hc , so that Y*=H rh X*. Without loss of generality, we
assume that &&cb=1. On BY, define
x1 y1
[a1 } } } an] x _ b & , [b1 } } } bn] x _ b &xn yn 
=(a x x, b x y) = ( y* x [bi*aj ] x x)= ( y* x b*a x x)
where
} } } } } } } } } } } }
b1* 0 } } } 0
b*a=_ b b . . . b& _
a1
0
0
} } }
} } }
} } }
an
0
0 & .bn* 0 } } } 0
We have that
(a x x, a x x) = (x* x a*a x x)0
since  is positive, so ( } , } ) is a positive semidefinite sesquilinear form.
Let
N=[u # BY : (u, u) =0].
Then K=[BYN]& is a Hilbert space with
(u+N | v+N) K=(u, v) 
as its inner product.
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For b # B, define ?(b): BY  BY by ?(b)(dy)=bdy. Then
(?(b)(d x y), ?(b)(d x y)) 
=([bd1 } } } bdn] x y, [bd1 } } } bdn ] x y) 
= ( y* x [di*b*bdj ] x y)&b&2  ( y* x d*d x y)
=&b&2 (d x y, d x y) 
since [di*b*bdj ]&b*b& [di*dj ] and  is completely positive.
We conclude that ?(b) leaves N invariant and thus defines a linear
transformation on BYN, still denoted by ?(b). We also have that ?(b)
is bounded with &?(b)&&b&. Then ?(b) extends to a bounded linear operator
on K, still denoted by ?(b). We get that
?: B  B(K )
is a unital V-homomorphism with
?(b)(dy+N )=bdy+N.
Note that if B is a unital C*-algebra, then ? is a unital V-representation.
If B is not a unital C*-algebra, let [+*]* # 4 be the canonical approximate
identity for B (the set of all positive elements of B of norm less than 1,
directed by ‘‘<’’). Then
lim
*
(bx!+N | +*y’+N) K
=lim
*
 (’ y*+* bx!)
= (’ y*bx!)
=(( y*bx) ! | ’) H . (6.1)
Then we can define W : Y  K by W( y)=w*-lim +*y+N, the convergence
being in the point-weak* topology. Since, for all +* ,
&+*y+N&2=( +*y+N | +*y+N) K= ( y*+2*y)&y&
2,
&W&1.
However, if B is unital, we can define W : Y  K by W( y)=1y+N.
Since
&Wy&2=(Wy | Wy) K=(1y, 1y) = ( y*1y)&y&2,
W1.
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Next, define V : X  B(H, K ) by V(x)!=W(x!). Proceeding only with
the case where B is nonunital, since the unital case is similar, we have that
V is linear, and for x=[xij] # Mn(X ) and
h1
h=_ b & # Hn,hn
we get that
&Vn([xij])h&2
=(Vn([xij])h | Vn([xij])h) K n
= :
i, j, k
(V(xij ) hj | V(xik) hk) K= :
i, j, k
(W(xijhj) W(xikhk)) K
= :
i, j, k
(w*-lim
*
+* xijhj+N | w*-lim
#
+#xikhk+N) K
=w*-lim
*
w*-lim
#
:
i, j, k
( +* xijhj+N | +#xikhk+N) K
=w*-lim
*
w*-lim
#
:
i, j, k
 (h kx*ik+#+*xijhj )
+# +*
=w*-lim
*
w*-lim
#
 \h* x x* x _ . . . & x x x h++#+*
&h&2 &x&2,
so &Vn&1. Thus V is completely bounded with &V&cb1.
We then have, using (6.1), for y* # X*, b # B, x # X, and !, ’ # H, that
(( y*bx) ! | ’) H=lim
*
(bx!+N | +*y’+N) K
=lim
*
(?(b) V(x) ! | ?(+*) V( y )’)K
=lim
*
(V( y )* ?(+*b) V(x) ! | ’) H
=(V( y )* ?(b) V(x) ! | ’) H ,
so
( y*bx)=V( y)* ?(b) V(x).
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Since &&=1 and V and ? are completely contractive, we must have
that &V&=1, giving us also that &V&cb=1. Thus the completely positive
case is finished.
(2) We now assume that
.: X*h Bh X  B(H )
is completely bounded and self-adjoint. Using the operator space version of
the ArvesonWittstockHahnBanach Extension Theorem, we may assume
that B is a unital C*-algebra. That the extension remains self-adjoint follows
easily from the fact that C*-algebras are involutive operator spaces. We also
assume &.&cb=1. Since B is a C*-algebra, it is matrix regular. Then
X*h Bh X is matrix regular by Theorem 5.4, from which it follows that
CB(X*h Bh X, B(H ))=(H rh X*h Bh Xh Hc)-
is matrix regular as an operator dual space by Theorem 4.11. Thus, from
Theorem 1.2, there exists  # CB(X*h Bh X, B(H ))+, &&cb=1, such
that \. # CB(X*h Bh X, B(H ))+. We take  exactly as in the unital
version of part (1) of this proof.
Define F. : K_K  C by
F.(b x y x ’+N, d x x x !+N )=(.n(x* x d*b x y) ’ | !) H n
where b, d # M1, n(B), x, y # Mn(X ), and !, ’ # Mn, 1(H ).
F. is sesquilinear, and since . is self-adjoint,
F.(b x y x ’+N, d x x x !+N)=(.n(x* x d*b x y)’ | !)H n
=(.n*(x* x d*b xy )’ | !) Hn
=(.n( y* x b*d x x)* ’ | !) H n
=(.n( y* x b*d x x) ! | ’)H n
=F.(d x x x !+N, b x y x ’+N ),
so F. is Hermitian.
Then
|F.(b x y x !+N, b x y x ’+N )|=|(.n( y* x b*b x y)’ | ’) Hn |
(n( y* x b*b x y)’ | ’) H n .
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But since
&b x y x ’+N&2=(b x y x ’+N | b x y x ’+N) K
=(b x y x ’, b x y x ’) = (’ y*b*by’)
=(n( y*b*by) ’ | ’) H n ,
&F.&1. Then there exists S # B(K )sa , &S&=&F.&, such that
F.(by’+N, dx!+N )=(S(by’+N ) | dx!+N) K .
Thus
(.(x*by)’ | !) H=F.(by’+N, 1x!+N )
=(S(by’+N ) | 1x!+N) K
=(S?(b) V( y )’ | V(x)!) K
=(V(x)* S?(b) V( y )’ | !) H ,
so
.(x*by)=V(x)* S?(b) V( y).
Since &.&=1 and V, ? and S are contractive, &S&=1, and thus we have
completed the completely bounded self-adjoint case. K
We now prove the linearized version of the ChristensenSinclair Multi-
linear Representation Theorem. If E1 , ..., Ek are subspaces of C*-algebras
A1 , ..., Ak , respectively, and if V : E1_ } } } _Ek  B(H ) is a multilinear
map, then there exists a corresponding linear map .: E1h } } } h Ek  B(H )
defined by
V(a1 , ..., ak)=.(a1 } } } ak)
where V is completely bounded if and only if . is completely bounded and
&V&cb=&.&cb.
The positive cones CB(Xh Ah X, B(H ))+,
X=Ah } } } h A
m&1 copies
,
for m=[(k+1)2] and k odd, and the cones CB(Xh X, B(H ))+=
CB(Xh Ch X, B(H ))+,
X=Ah } } } h A
m copies
,
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for m=[(k+1)2] and k even, are easily shown to correspond appropriately
with the cones
CB(A_ } } } _A
k copies
, B(H))+
used in the multilinear case [23].
Theorem 6.4. Let A be a C*-algebra, let H be a Hilbert space, and let
. be a completely bounded, self-adjoint linear map from
Ah } } } h A
k copies
into B(H ). Let m=[(k+1)2].
1. If k is odd, there exist V representations %1 , ..., %m&1 , 1 , 2 of A on
Hilbert spaces H1 , ..., Hm&1 , K1 , K2 , linear operators Vj # B(Hj , Hj+1) for
0 jm&2 where H0=H with
&V0& &V1& } } } &Vm&2&=&.&12cb ,
and linear operators W1 # B(Hm&1, K1) and W2 # B(Hm&1, K2) with &W1*W1+
W2*W2&=1 such that
.(a1 } } } ak)=V0*%1(a1) V1*%2(a2) } } } %m&1(am&1)
_[W1*1(am) W1 &W2*2(am) W2]
_%m&1(am+1) } } } V1 %1(ak) V0
for all a1 , ..., ak # A. If in addition . is completely positive, then W2=0.
2. If k is even, there exist V representations %1 , ..., %m of A on Hilbert
spaces H1 , ..., Hm , linear operators Vj # B(Hj , Hj+1) for 0 jm&1 where
H0=H, and W # B(Hm&1)sa with &W&=1 and
&V0& &V1& } } } &Vm&2&=&.&12cb
such that
.(a1 } } } ak)=V0*%1(a1) V1* } } } V*m&1%m(am)W
_%m(am+1) Vm&1 } } } V1 %1(ak)V0
for all a1 , ..., ak # A. If in addition . is completely positive, then W0.
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Proof. We assume that &.&cb=1. Suppose k is odd. For convenience
sake, we will refer to the middlemost copy of A (copy m) as B. Let
X=Ah } } } h A
m&1 copies
.
Noting X=X*, we apply Theorem 6.3 to the map .: X*h Bh X  B(H )
to get a Hilbert space K, a V-representation ? of B on K, a completely bounded
linear map V: X  B(H, K ) with &.&cb=&V&2cb , and a bounded linear map
S # B(K )sa with &S&=1 such that
.(x*vy)=V(x)* S?(b) V( y).
If . is also completely positive, then S=idK . Let H=L0 , K=Lm&1. By
Proposition 6.2, there exist Hilbert spaces L1 , ..., Lm&2 and, for s=1, ...,
m&1, completely bounded mappings #s : A  B(Ls&1 , Ls) such that
V(b1 } } } bm&1)=#m&1(b1) } } } #1(bm&1)
and
&V&cb=&#1&cb } } } &#m&1&cb .
Without loss of generality, let &#s&cb=1 for s=1, ..., m&1.
By the ArvesonWittstockHahnBanach Theorem we may extend each
#s to A , the standard C*-algebraic unitisation of A, with the completely
bounded norm remaining the same.
We may also assume that #s : A  B(Ls&1Ls), s=1, ..., m&1; i.e.,
#s(a) # B(Ls&1 , Ls) corresponds to [ 0#s (a)
0
0] # B(Ls&1 Ls).
By applying Wittstock’s generalization [25, 18] of Stinespring’s Theorem
[24] to the completely bounded maps #s for s=1, ..., m&1, there exist
Hilbert spaces Hs , unital V-homomorphisms %s : A  B(Hs), isometries
Ws, 1 : Ls&1Ls  B(Hs) and Ws, 2 : Ls&1 Ls  B(Hs) with #s(a)=
W*s, 1%s(a) Ws, 2 and &#s&cb=&Ws, 1& &Ws, 2 &=1.
But #s(A ) Ls&1Ls . Let Vs, 1=Ws, 1 |Ls and Vs, 2=Ws, 2 |Ls&1 . Vs, 1 and Vs, 2
are then isometries, and for all a # A , #s(a)=V*s, 1%s(a) Vs, 2 . Also, &#s&cb=
&Vs, 1& &Vs, 2&=1. We then have
.(a1 } } } ak)=V*12%1(a1 ) V11V*22%2(a2) V21 } } } V*m&1, 2%m&1(am&1)
_Vm&1, 1?(am) V*m&1, 1%m&1(am+1)
_Vm&1, 2 } } } V*21%2(ak&1) V22V*11%1(ak)V12 .
Let V0=V1, 2 and Vs=Vs+1, 2V*s, 1 for s=1, ..., m&2. Then &Vs &=1 for
s=1, ..., m&2.
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Now suppose that . is completely positive. Since ?: B  B(K ), as a
V-homomorphism, is completely positive and completely contractive, there
exists a Hilbert space K1 , a V-representation 1 of B on K1 , and Vm : K  K1
such that ?(b)=V*m1(b) Vm and &?&cb=&Vm&
2. Let W1=Vm V*m&1, 1 .
With
.(a1 } } } ak)=V0*%1(a1 ) V1*%2(a2) } } } %m&1(am&1) W1*1(am) W1
_%m&1(am+1) } } } V1 %1(ak )V0 ,
we have &W1&=1 since &.&=1 and each of the operators to the right of
the ‘‘=’’ sign are contractive. Then &W1*W1 &=&W1&2=1. This gives us
our representation for the odd, completely positive case.
For the even, completely positive case, let B=C. With index adjustment
for the even case, we have
.(a1 } } } ak)=V0*%1(a1 ) V1* } } } V*m&1%m(am) Vm, 1?(1) V*m, 1
_%m(am+1 ) Vm&1 } } } V1 %1(ak )V0.
Noting that ?(1)=id |K , let W=Vm, 1V*m, 1 . We have that W0 and
&W&=1. We then have the representation for this case also.
Next, assume that we are in the case where k is odd and . is self-adjoint.
Again using the self-adjoint adaptation of the ArvesonWittstockHahn
Banach Theorem, we may assume that B is unital. Based on the above, we
have
.(a1 } } } ak)=V0*%1(a1 ) V1*%2(a2) } } } %m&1(am&1)
_Vm&1, 1S?(am) V*m&1, 1 %m&1(am+1 ) } } } V1%1(ak ) V0 .
The map
Z: Vm&1, 1S?( } ) V*m&1, 1 : B  B(K )
is completely bounded and self-adjoint with &Z&cb1. By Corollary 6.1,
there exists T # CB(B, B(K ))+ such that &T&cb=&Z&cb and T\Z #
CB(B, B(K ))+. Letting Z+= 12 (T+Z) and Z
&= 12(T&Z), we have that
Z=Z+&Z& and &Z&cb=&Z++Z&&cb .
Since Z+ and Z& are completely positive, by Stinespring’s Theorem
[24] there exist Hilbert spaces K1 and K2 , unital V-representations 1 and
2 of B on K1 and K2 , respectively, and bounded linear maps W1 # B(K, K1)
and W2 # B(K, K2) with &Z+&cb=&W1&2 and &Z&&cb=&W2&2 such that
Z+(b)=W1*1(b) W1 and Z&(b)=W 2*1(b)W2 .
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This gives us that
.(a1 } } } ak)=V0*%1(a1 ) V1*%2(a2) } } } %m&1(am&1)
_[W1*1(am) W1&W2*2(am)W2]
_%m&1(am+1) } } } V1%1(ak ) V0 .
Then
&W1*W1+W2W2&
=sup[&(W1* id |K1 W1+W2* id | K2 W2)k& : k # K, &k&1]
=sup[&(W1*1(1) W1+W2*2(1) W2)k& : k # K, &k&1]
=sup[&(Z+(1)+Z&(1))k& : k # K, &k&1]
=sup[&T(1)k& : k # K, &k&1]=&T(1)&=&T&=&T&cb=&Z&cb ,
since for completely positive maps # between unital C*-algebras, we have
&#&cb=&#&=&#(1)&.
Using the same argument as before, &Z&=1, so we have &Z&cb=&W1*W1+
W2*W2&=1. This gives us the representation for the odd, self-adjoint case.
For the even, self-adjoint case, again let B=C. We have
.(a1 } } } ak)=V0*%1(a1 ) V1* } } } V*m&1%m(am)_Vm, 1S?(1) V*m, 1
_%m(am+1) Vm&1 } } } V1 %1(ak)V0 .
Again noting that ?(1)=id|K , let W=Vm, 1SV*m, 1 . Then W is self-adjoint
with &W&=1, so we have the representation in this final case also. K
We conclude by proving the linearized Multilinear Decomposition
Theorem.
Theorem 6.5. Let A and B be C*-algebras with B injective, and let
. # CB(Ah } } } h A
k copies
, B)sa .
Then there exist .+ and .& in
CB(Ah } } } h A
k copies
, B)+
such that
.=.+&.& and &.&cb=&.++.&&cb .
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that &.&cb=1. Since B is
injective, represent B on a Hilbert space H, ? denoting the representation,
such that there is a completely positive projection E with &E&cb=1 from
B(H ) onto B. Let IdB denote the identity map on B, and #=? b .. Note
that # is self-adjoint. Letting
X=Ah } } } h A
k copies
,
we have
. IdB
B(H )
# ? E
X B B
as a commutative diagram. Now &#&cb=1 and CB(X, B(H )) is a dual matrix
regular operator space, so there exists  # CB(X, B(H))+ with &&cb=1 and
\#0. Then &E&cb=1 and E\E#0. Now let .+= 12 (E+.),
.&= 12 (E&.), and note that .=E#. The result follows. K
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